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A GENERATION OF INFLUENCERS
WHO ARE ANYTHING BUT AVERAGE

We surveyed

3,500 WOMEN

between the ages of 17 and 37

Marketers frequently talk about millennial women as if they are one large, cohesive
group. The general impression is that they are all tech-obsessed, custom coffee drinkers
who retrofit old trends to make them new again.
At Ovia Insights, we serve millennial women during some of the most important times in
their lives, and we know that these blanket statements simply are not valid. In fact, they
contribute to the challenge all marketers face in reaching and engaging this increasingly
dominant and influential age demographic.
To better understand the diversity within this growing population, we surveyed 3,500
millennial women, asking them how they identify and exploring what makes them unique.

KEY SURVEY FINDINGS
»» Millennial moms are not all the same. Messaging that targets the “average”
millennial mom only reaches 30% of the intended audience. More than 1 million
millennials are becoming moms each year, so that’s a significant potential
customer loss.1
»» This is a generation of influencers. Not only are millennial women making
the majority of purchasing decisions in their own households, they’re also
impacting purchasing decisions in their friends’ and families’ households.
All retailers should take notice.
»» Millennial moms pride themselves on their diverse attributes. There are
numerous areas of statistically significant differences among the unique
categories of moms we identified in our survey, and these women want
brands to recognize and celebrate them.
1

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/01/03/more-than-a-million-millennials-are-becoming-moms-each-year

85

% IDENTIFY AS

INFLUENCERS

Recommending

5 TYPES OF PRODUCTS
on a regular basis

The survey was conducted via email by Ovia Insights from
January 29, 2017 through January 30, 2017. A total of 3,478 active
Ovia Pregnancy users responded to the survey. Active users are
defined as those who have engaged with Ovia Pregnancy in the
most recent 30-day period. For purposes of this survey, millennial
moms are defined as mothers born in 1980 through 2000.
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THE “TYPICAL” MOM
YOU KNOW
The millennial moms who tend to connect with mainstream
advertising messages are a well-known group. They show
that for some women, general assumptions about millennials
hold true. These moms are indeed social creatures, spending
an average of 2.2 hours a day on four different social media
platforms. They’re extremely family-oriented (76%), and they
prioritize company mission (25%) and good benefits (25%)
when job searching.
Brands are smart to target this group. The “typical” mom
influences her friends’ purchasing decisions (85%), reviews
products she likes (72%), and regularly recommends five
types of products and services to friends. She has the
potential to become an amazing brand ambassador if she
connects with your product.

Keep in mind that the “typical” mom only
represents 30% of millennial women.
“Typical” Mom Key Survey Stats
Predominantly white

76%

Likely to be married

82%

Average household income

$86k

Prioritizes nurturing her family

76%

Influences friends’ purchasing decisions

85%
4

FOUR
MILLENNIAL
MOMS YOU
MIGHT BE
MISSING
Our survey looked beyond
the typical mom, identifying a
number of other diverse and
essential millennial moms who
defy generalization. As they enter
motherhood and their purchasing
power grows, it’s critical that
brands get to know them and
match messaging to their unique
values and communication styles.

1. Tech-Savvy Tara
She’s totally tuned in — an expert
in all products, leveraging all forms
of social media.

2. Socially Conscious Sonya
She’s a progressive urbanite who
prioritizes company mission and
improving her community.

3. Self-Starter Susan
She’s a career woman with big
personal and professional goals
and a busy lifestyle.

4. Natural Living Natalie
She’s removed from social media
and other traditional stressors,
living an unplugged life.

Marketers are missing out
on up to 70% of their
potential audience.
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TECH-SAVVY
Key Survey Stats

Tara

Most likely to be Hispanic or multi-ethnic

22%

Most likely to be single

11%

Average household income

$89k

Follows her parents' parenting style

48%

Most likely to influence friends' purchases

91%

Getting to Know Her
Tara gravitates toward alternative social media platforms like
Tumblr or YouTube, not the ubiquitous Facebook or Twitter
favored by so many millennial moms.
Tara embraces modern technology even more than her peers,
but she also cares deeply about social and family traditions,
following the parenting style of her parents.
She prioritizes upward mobility and a good cultural fit over
benefits and company mission when assessing employers.

MOSTLY LIKELY TO
INFLUENCE FRIENDS’
PURCHASES

91%
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TECH-SAVVY

Tara

How She Interacts with Brands

How to Reach Her:
Ovia Insights Video
Captivate Tara’s attention by
showing her a video ad that
blends with surrounding content
on her favorite mobile app. A video
that plays automatically will give
her an immersive experience — no
clicks needed!

As a digital geek, Tara enjoys doing a lot of online research before she makes a
purchase. Friends and family respect her knowledge and frequently solicit her
opinion for product recommendations — she’s a true influencer. When brands show
their appreciation for her expertise, Tara responds positively. Once you develop a
rapport with her, Tara will become the best ambassador your brand could wish for.

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS
»» Take a multimedia approach and engage her with video
»» Use culturally relevant messaging and models
»» Emphasize your positive product reviews and your receptivity
to customer feedback
»» Create share-worthy messages and make it easy to share on
all platforms
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SOCIALLY
CONSCIOUS
Key Survey Stats

Sonya

Oldest group of respondents

Average age 30

Most hightly educated

41% Master’s or higher

Second highest average household income

$101k

Least likely to be stay-at-home mom

8%

Feels ads are not geared toward her

20%

Getting to Know Her
Sonya places a high premium on education, taking the time to
earn a graduate degree.
She defines success as the ability to make a difference through
her day-to-day activities, and that includes working for a
mission-driven employer.
Sonya’s motivation for engaging with social media platforms like
Facebook and Twitter is to learn about current events as they
unfold so she can participate in meaningful debate.
She’s committed to nurturing her family, but she doesn’t equate
that commitment with being a stay-at-home mom.

TOP PRIORITY IS GROWING
& NURTURING HER FAMILY

73%
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SOCIALLY
CONSCIOUS

Sonya

How to Reach Her:
Ovia Insights Native Display
Give Sonya a seamless experience
by using native display ads to
introduce her to your brand. In a
glance, she can see what makes
you different and why she should
take the time to learn more.

How She Interacts with Brands

Sonya’s dedication to making a difference impacts all of her relationships, including those
with brands. Generally speaking, she doesn’t feel that traditional ads speak to her values,
and as a result, she’s unlikely to recommend very many products. She applauded the
brands that went out on a limb and took on political issues in this year’s Superbowl and
Oscars ads. Sonya wants to see more advertising that takes on causes close to her heart.
That would motivate her to engage with brands more often.

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS
»» Enlist a trusted authority to speak on behalf of your brand
»» Tailor your marketing to focus on your mission or current events
»» Emphasize your brand’s ability to create positive change in the world
»» Use messaging appropriate to her education and environment
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SELF-STARTER
Key Survey Stats
Likely to be married

Susan
89%

Highest average household income

$105k

Mostly likely to be employed full-time

77%

Likely to be first-time mom

65%

Majority or equal contributor to household income 62%

Getting to Know Her
Susan has a job with a paycheck that makes her the majority
contributor to her household, setting her apart from many
millennial moms.
She looks for jobs with career-advancing potential, as
opposed to many millennial moms who value benefits and
mission over all else.
Susan does spend time on social media, but her goal on
social is professional growth, so she logs into LinkedIn, not
Facebook or Twitter.
She defines success as work-life balance, so don’t mistake
her dedication to her career for lack of interest or involvement
with her family.

LIKELY TO BE A
FIRST-TIME MOM

65%
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SELF-STARTER

Susan

How She Interacts with Brands

Susan is ambitious and driven, believing that if she works hard, she can have it all. She
values quality, longevity, and dependability in products, which often translates into her
purchasing legacy brands. Susan loves ads that communicate how timeless classics have
been updated for the modern mom. As a high earner, Susan can buy exactly what she
wants, so brands that succeed in convincing her that their products make life easier will
gain a lifelong customer. Susan also goes all out when she plans her vacations; brands
should note that she’s an influencer when it comes to recreation.

How to Reach Her:
Ovia Branded Article
Leverage a trusted voice to help
your brand tell Susan a story by
using a branded article. She’ll be
more likely to engage with your
brand after learning more about it,
especially if the article topic feels
personal to her.

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS
»» Embrace messaging and brand stories that communicate how
you help her “do it all”
»» Emphasize how your products help her maximize family time
»» Offer premium products with an emphasis on their quality and
reliability
»» Tap into her aspirations by showing her imagery that conjures
up adventure and success

insights.oviahealth.com
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NATURAL
LIVING
Key Survey Stats

Natalie

Lower average household income

$76k

Least likely be employed full time

55%

More likely to be a stay-at-home mom

18%

Most likely to communicate in person

36%

Most likely to recommend household products

45%

Getting to Know Her
Natalie is a stay-at-home mom living an “unplugged” lifestyle, in
contrast to working moms across the country who enjoy engaging
with social media.
She is focused on growing her family over building a career,
though she’s had a few part-time jobs at mission-driven
organizations.
Natalie prefers to communicate in person, viewing her phone as a
way to access information and resources, not a way to socialize.
She’s in a lower income bracket than most millennial moms, but
she’s still willing to spend money on products if they align with her
natural lifestyle.

MOST LIKELY
TO RECOMMEND
HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

45%
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NATURAL
LIVING

Natalie

How She Interacts with Brands

How to Reach Her:
Ovia Exclusives
Reach out to Natalie by offering
her a discount or a sample of your
product. Placing your promotion in
a place where she can find it and
try it for herself will give you the
chance to become a brand she’s
happy to spend more money on
and recommend to friends.

Natalie prioritizes her lifestyle over all else. Not surprisingly, this impacts what she buys.
Even though Natalie is on a tight budget, she’s willing to spend a little bit more for
natural products that align with her values. She reads labels when she shops, looking for
ingredient transparency. Although she generally makes fewer product recommendations
than other millennial moms, she’s the most likely to recommend the household products
she’s taken the time to vet in the grocery aisle. Brands should explore ways to connect
with her in person or on informational websites.

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS
»» Target her with samples, and be sure to provide enough so this
influencer can share them
»» Reach out to her through informational and service platforms —
MyFitnessPal, GrubHub, Zocdoc, Ovia — rather than social media
»» Offer premium, organic brands that appeal to her natural lifestyle
»» Make sure ingredients are clearly labeled on your household products
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CONCLUSION
As millennial women enter
motherhood, they become a
group with significant purchasing
power. Product designers and
marketers have traditionally
treated these women as one
homogeneous group with
universal behaviors and desires.
However, Ovia Insights’ survey
proves that this is a diverse group
with far more nuance than any
one audience segment. Treating
millennial moms in a one-sizefits-all manner doesn’t achieve
brand goals of creating lifelong
customer relationships. Learning
about the other 70% and creating
unique, differentiated messaging
for them will ultimately help
you create a cohort of loyal
influencers.
Address all of your customers’
needs with what you say and the
format you use to say it. They will
love you for it.
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About Ovia Insights
Ovia Insights connects leading brands and agencies with our audience of highly engaged millennial moms and
families. Our mobile apps and insights platform combine real-time, actionable data with our audience’s unique
attitudes, opinions, and behaviors, helping marketers influence women’s most important life-stage buying decisions.
Contact Us: For more information email insights@oviahealth.com
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